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For international antimonopoly policy against poverty in effective structure of world economy

With periodical short-time (for history) crisis, production and services of all world economic structure and even its different economic parts grow and grow, but some very difficult dictatorial international policy-economical monopolies disturb natural (rational) distribution of incomes and poverty also grows and grows.

Crisis of World Economy with 2000-2012 years and new rarely cardinal reforms of 2013-2014 years in UN and some big countries show, that we must think together for new effective economic system. In years of dictatorial economic system of USSR (1917-1990), economists often said about problems of communistic relations, but now we were in difficult crisis without Global Communism.

We don’t need in different polar ism-s (for example “communism” or “capitalism”) – Humans want good life and optimal effective economic structure. We remember, that dictatorial monopolies of state or private sectors made very bad examples in World History.

New America sincerely makes all for a Strong Middle Class [1] and only this will be base of Strong Economy. I like also interesting Healthcare methods of modern UK, German, Russia and Georgia for financial support of Humans in difficult times.

My theory of “real equilibrium” intends real objective equilibrium among private and state sectors of economy. Also, for practice optimal stimulation and Macroeconomic and any other economic structure marginal efficiency in every country, we must support to our effective branches and regions and rationally high level of the most active part of technical basis and after incomes from those elements of Economy, we will be able support nonprofit but necessary economic elements of post-crisis conditions and we will be able make significant State projects for ill and poor population.
For stimulation of marginal efficiency of Economy, I developed [2; 3; 4; 9, P. 17, 131] EU formulate of effective structural changes’ estimate. By my formulation:

$$E = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{(E_{io} + E_{it})}{2} \Delta ai$$

when E – Effectiveness of economic structural changes in t time;

E_{io} – Effectiveness of i element of structure for start of t time;

E_{it} – Effectiveness of i element of structure for finish of t time;

Δai – percent change (:100) of i element of used resource’s structure in t time;

i=1;2;…;n – element of structure (branch, region or age group of technique, etc.).

This formulation has different interpretations in conditions of crisis and if E≥0. World crisis deepened economic disproportions and this ultimately led to necessity of new economic system and success management (rational effective regulation) of finance in international business [5; 6].

For effective economic competition and minimization of possible harmful monopoly (in first priority almost eternal hidden oligopolistic conspiracies), I define The Force of Economic competition [7; 9, P. 41-45] approximately as The Force of Electric current. I think, that the less are output of monopoly and excess (non-quality or needless) production (or services) to a certain level, the more is the force of competition.

As we see from the formula, the bad monopoly is resistance for effective economy. This law I saw in my dream and then when I discussed the existing methods, my I1 is very similar with definitions of Herfindahl-Hirschman Index – HHII [8], but my law adds additional components for different economic situations.

I define two constituents of force (I0 and I1) and their integral influence (K):

I0 = U/Ro ;
I_i = U/R_i;
K = N \times I_0 \times I_1,

where U is total production (capacity of market);
R_0 – non-realized production;
R_1 - output of the largest firm (maybe monopoly);
N – number of firms.

Only with wise international antimonopoly economic policy we will able formation of rich economic structure and win poverty and monopolists’ polar distribution of incomes. From science we know, that in information theory, entropy [10] is the measure of the amount of information that is missing before reception and is sometimes referred to as Shannon entropy. Shannon entropy is a broad and general concept which finds applications in information theory as well as thermodynamics. It was originally devised by Claude Shannon in 1948 to study the amount of information in a transmitted message. The definition of the information entropy is, however, quite general, and is expressed in terms of a discrete set of probabilities p_i so that

\[ H(X) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} p(x_i) \log p(x_i). \]

Georgian Economist V. Papava [12] used this formulation for very interesting estimate of economic structures and with my practical calculations I received very interesting results for estimate of level of rich independence of economic structure of world economy and macro and microeconomic objects.

As we see, each concrete difficult economic situation in world economy demands collective actions of all countries with structure of UN and appropriate deep inter-political, macroeconomic-math and micro-scheme (graphic) analysis of retro, current and perspective epoch periods, exposure of international monopolies, collective development of money and tax reforms, work out of principle-mathematical models and progressive business programs.
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